Over the last few years, the United States has witnessed the rise of a collective of individuals working together to shed light on the ongoing struggles with racism and violence in the nation. In the wake of the deaths and brutalization of several people, the Black Lives Matter movement has sought to make clear that While Miles's evocative and often lyrical writing are strong, the text becomes repetitious at times. In chapters two and three where the reader learns of Madame Lalaurie, Chloe, and Cleo in Louisiana, the narratives fall under the weight of repetition. There, the writing is a bit strained in places (except in chapter three when Miles poignantly discusses the nuances of race, gender, and sexuality in a gay black male's tour of the Myrtles) and feels as if the author is trying to fill pages with words to make the manuscript book length. This strain is also apparent in the conclusion when Miles incorporates her experiences with African American heritage tours in the South. Though she briefly argues that these tours serve as a counterpoint to ghostly tales of sex and death, the analysis feels misplaced and would perhaps be better suited in another text that gives adequate space to the subversive work the people conducting these heritage tours are doing to include a more thorough view of African American life and culture during and beyond slavery in Southern history and overall American history for the touring public.
Perhaps the book's biggest misstep is the conflation of ghost tourism with dark tourism through much of the text. Though they are not synonymous, Miles offers cursory definitions of dark tourism and ghost tourism in the introduction and the two terms appear interchangeably through the major chapters. In the introduction, she defines dark tourism as "the exploration of death, disaster, and suffering through travel." (p. 10) Readers who are unfamiliar with key terms and concepts in tourism studies may not understand that while ghost tourism is a form of dark tourism, dark tourism is much more than ghost tourism and can consist of touring battlegrounds, prisons, concentration camps and other sites of massacres or genocide, sites of natural and man made disasters, etc. In the conclusion, Miles devotes time to a more in depth discussion of dark tourism that would have fit well with the overview given in the introduction. However, her focus on explaining the allure of ghost stories and tours is understandable considering that the tours result in the erasure of the lives of the black 'ghosts' in each location. The title As stated, the text would be of interest to students, scholars, and the general public who (professionally and leisurely) study the American South, slavery, and the Civil War. For Brazilian readers, the book offers a comparative opportunity; those desiring to examine the parallel histories of slavery and the ways black people are remembered would be able to compare the racial traditions of Brazil and the United States. Indeed, the book should have a place on the shelf of anyone invested in uncovering the tragic accounts of enslaved blacks throughout the black diaspora whose lives and afterlives are devalued and/or commodified. Miles makes clear that these practices should be questioned not just for historical veracity, but also for their power to negate black lives in the past, present, and future. As scholars, artists, activists, and others continue to expose the contrivances of race and racism in the United States and around the world, the stories and arguments in Miles's captivating text remind us that not only do black lives matter, black spectral lives matter and should be honored and respected for the role they play in ensuring that black life, history, and culture is never forgotten.
